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1.

Introduction

We are pleased to introduce our latest product to assist with field installations – the Avanti
Mobile Assist iPhone application. This application allows all stages of a standard Hughes
installation to be carried out using only an iPhone smartphone with the help of built-in
sensors, this eliminates the requirement for:






Horizon satellite meter
Laptop
External GPS unit
Compass/Inclinometer
Camera (for reporting)

The Avanti Mobile Assist app allows you to perform:
 Install job management – download or receive install jobs directly to phone with
necessary equipment, beam configuration, location and contact details.
 Satellite modem configuration – configure Hughes terminals via WiFi connectivity
by connecting an off-the-shelf WiFi router / access point to the satellite modem.
 Dish placement – using built in GPS, compass and accelerometer / gyroscope to
calculate and display the location of the satellite on-screen
 Dish alignment – carry out fine alignment of the antenna over WiFi, using the built
in beeper tool, without the need of a satellite meter.
 Service Test – run network IP & DNS connectivity, latency, download and upload
speed tests of the commissioned service
 Reporting – report details of the install directly from the phone by taking photos of
the site with the built in camera and use the barcode scanner to store equipment
serial numbers. All reports are uploaded to the OSS via the commissioned internet
connection.
The only device an installer needs is 1) an off-the-shelf wireless access point / router and 2)
an iPhone.

2.

Avanti Mobile Assist - Components

The Avanti Mobile Assist application consists of two components, the end-user iPhone app
and the job management web portal. This document aims to explain the role and usage of
these components (as summarised in Table 1 below).
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Table 1 Avanti Mobile Assist - Components

Feature

Summary

Avanti Mobile Assist

Main application to align,
commission and save reports
for installs

iPhone Install App

Benefits







Job
Portal

Management

Web portal to manage /
synchronise
install
jobs
between
the
iPhone
application and the OSS





Wireless alignment & commissioning
No satellite meter
No external GPS, compass or camera
Easy-to-use way of quickly finding the
location of the satellite
Discover line-of-sight obstacles such
as trees or houses via the “line-ofsight” tool

Synchronises and load jobs directly
from the OSS using the installers own
OSS login credentials
Allows install jobs to be downloaded
directly to app from phone
Print output and later scan jobs using
QR codes

If you would like further clarification on specific items, please contact the Technical Support
team at technicalsupport@avantiplc.com.
Copies of all release notes can be found on the Avanti Partner Portal.

3.

Installation and Configuration

This section covers the installation and configuration steps to get started with using the
Avanti Mobile Assist iPhone application.

3.1

Download and Installation

The application has not been released yet into the App Store. In order to install the
application, it is required to create a tester profile account in iTunes Connect and install the
application TestFlight (request sent automatically from iTunes to the tester). At this stage,
the tester will be alerted every time there is a new update released.
3.1.1

Hardware Requirements

In order to run the application, an iPhone device running iOS 7.0 or above is required. This
includes most devices released after 2010. The table below lists iPhone devices that the app
has been verified to run correctly on. Please note that this is not a definite list, only indicative
of devices that the application has been tested on.
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Table 2 iPhone Devices Tested and Verified

Device

iOS Version

Notes

iPhone 4

7.1.2

OK

iPhone 4S

7.1.2

OK

iPhone 5

7.1.2

OK

iPhone 5

8.0.2

OK

iPhone 5

8.3

OK

iPhone 5C

8.2

OK

iPhone 5S

8.2

OK

iPhone 6 Plus

8.1

OK

iPhone 6 Plus

8.2

OK

iPad 2 Mini

8.2

OK

In terms of hardware, the absolute minimum requirement is for the device to support WiFi.
3.1.2

Application Permissions

The following permissions are required by the app (see Figure 1):




Location Services – the GPS location needs to be retrieved in order to configure the
terminal and locate the satellite position for dish placement.
Photos – access to photos.
Camera – photographs for OSS reporting.
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Figure 1: Permissions required by Application

3.1.3

WiFi Access Point / Router Configuration

As the iPhone device requires connection to the satellite modem (and the current Hughes
terminal does not support WiFi) an external WiFi access point or router is required to carry
out installs with the app.
Any commercial off-the-shelf WiFi access point or router could be used for this purpose, with
none or minimal pre-configuration.
However, as the alignment is done wirelessly with a live connection to the modem, it is
recommended to use a mid to high grade wireless router with (preferably) a built in antenna
in order to maximise the range from where the terminal could be aligned.
The wireless router / access point should be configured in:


Router mode – connect the WAN port from the wireless router to the Hughes
modem Ethernet port, leave the “DHCP-server” setting enabled in the wireless router
configuration. Using this setting, the iPhone device will receive an IP-address from
the wireless router and connect to the Hughes terminal using NAT.

Figure 2 below illustrates the router mode configuration for a wireless router where the LAN
IP-range is in the span 192.168.11.x.
Please note that the WAN and LAN port configuration only applies to wireless routers with
multiple ports and the indication of these can vary depending on manufacturer.
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WiFi

WAN Port
ETH

Smartphone
192.168.11.2
Hughes Satellite
Modem
192.168.0.1

WiFi - Router mode
WAN: 192.168.0.2
LAN: 192.168.11.1
DHCP: Enabled
Figure 2 WiFi in “router mode”

Please note that a decommissioned Hughes HN92XX terminal only allow 1 simultaneous
connection, so if using Bridge mode, make sure only 1 device is connected to the wireless
network at a time. This does not affect a commissioned modem.
If using router mode, make sure that the IP-address span of the router doesn’t collide with
the “192.168.0.x” range of the Hughes terminal in order to avoid IP address conflicts.
If you are unsure how to connect the wireless router to the Hughes modem, it is
recommended to connect it using “Router mode”, i.e. connect it to the WAN port. This
will work out-of-the-box, with no extra configuration needed for most wireless routers.
This is the limit of Support Avanti Partner Support can offer with regards to the
correct configuration of a wireless router for the purpose of installing services with
the iPhone App. Avanti Partner Support will not provide support of 3rd party wireless
router configuration. As such it is important that the partner tests their desired setup
before rolling out the solution to their installation work force.

4.

Starting the Application and Overview

After installing the app, start it by launching the “AMA” icon from the device “Apps” screen.
In order to access all of the features, you will first need to register the application using your
OSS credentials (see Figure 3 left hand side). This step requires an active internet
connection (mobile or WiFi), but is only required to be performed once. Once authenticated,
the application will stay authenticated until manually logged out from the “Settings” screen.
If the application is not registered (“Remind me later” option), the “New Install” and “Stored
Jobs” functionality will be disabled (see Figure 3 right where they are greyed out). However,
it is possible to register later via either restarting the application or via the “Login” option in
Quality. Flexibility.
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the settings screen. The “Beam Advisor”, “Sat Finder” and “Service Visit” modes are still
available for unregistered users (with the exception of carrying out a modem factory reset).

Figure 3 OSS Authentication (left), registered app (middle), unregistered app (right)

Six options are displayed in the main screen of the application:







New Install - carrying out a complete new installation step-by-step from terminal
configuration, dish placement, alignment, commissioning to OSS reporting (section
5).
Stored Jobs - add, view or edit jobs stored in the local storage of the device (see
section 7).
Beam Advisor – lists possible HYLAS 1 or 2 beams including target signal strength,
dish & transceiver recommendation at current location or location selected on map.
Sat Finder – launches the “line-of-sight” satellite finder to detect the relative location
of the HYLAS 1, HYLAS 2 and ARTEMIS satellite (section 5.2.2).
Service Visit - review status of an existing install and/or carry out maintenance
operations such as re-alignment, relocation or modem factory reset (section 6)
Settings – control global settings and options in the application (section 9)

The general application design follows a basic linear “step-by-step” style of navigation (as
seen in Figure 4). Navigation between individual steps is controlled via the buttons on the left
and right hand side of the top action bar.
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Update
date

Step description

Next step

Previous step

Buttons

Input fields

Figure 4 Basic application step view

5.

New Install

This is the standard mode for carrying out a complete installation of a new terminal. It is
presented as a step-by-step guide consisting of 5 individual steps:






Step 1 – Location & Configuration (section 5.1)
Step 2 – Dish Placement (section 5.2)
Step 3 – Alignment & Commissioning (section 5.3)
Step 4 – Service & Speed Test (section 5.4)
Step 5 – Reporting (section 5.5)

A basic recommended workflow for installations is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Start

(See section 7 for different methods of loading jobs)

Load OSS job(s) into app

Start new job

Time and
location
agreed with
customer?

No

Contact
customer (via
app) to arrange

(Available
under “Stored
jobs” in app)

Yes
Arrive at customer site

Steps under “new install” in app
Start app in “new install”
and load GPS coordinates

Step 1 – (GPS loaded automatically and job details
loaded from stored job or via scanned QR code)

Load correct job details
Determine dish and modem
placement

Step 2 – (Either with line of sight app, the basic
compass view, or a combination of both)

Install equipment and
connect wireless router
Align dish

Step 3 – (use beeper and/or display to maximise
the signal level)

Start auto commissioning
routine

(started at the end of step 4)

Run tests / verify connection

Step 4 – (Verify that speed tests are accurate)

Take photos / submit install
& equipment reports

Step 5 – (Use app to submit reports to OSS)

Yes

More
pending
jobs?

No

End
Figure 5 Workflow for installation(s) using iPhone application
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Step 1 – Location & Configuration

5.1

The first step for a new install is to retrieve the GPS location from the device in order to
configure the terminal. This is done automatically in the background as the screen is started.
Once the value has appeared next to Latitude and Longitude fields, the GPS location has
been locked.
It is also possible to manually enter/modify the GPS coordinates by activating “Manual GPS
Input” in the settings screen (see section 9), however this is not recommended and should
only be used if the iPhone device either lacks a GPS sensor or in case it is malfunctioning.

Figure 6 Fetching GPS location from phone (left), GPS location updated (right)

The configuration details also need to be entered in order to configure the terminal for the
job. It is possible to load install settings using three different methods (described further in
section 7):




Scan, scanning a QR code with all job details (section 7.4)
Load, load a job previously stored on the device (e.g. Figure 7)
Manual Input, i.e. manually entering details into the individual fields.
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The following details are needed to fully configure and commission a modem:





Hub, specifies satellite and beam / receiver configuration
Site ID, must correspond to a valid Site ID previously created in the OSS
Job ID, must correspond to a valid Job ID previously created in the OSS
Dish type and size, e.g. Prodelin 74cms

Figure 7 Selecting a previously stored job for an install

When all details have been provided, press the arrow in the top right to move to the next
step. This will first validate the hub configuration with the current location and then start the
next step. If an invalid configuration was selected, an error message will be displayed.

Step 2 – Dish Placement

5.2

The purpose of the third step is to determine a suitable placement for the dish. Two methods
are available for this purpose:



Basic view – an arrow is displayed on screen pointing towards the relative location
of the satellite (determined by GPS location from step 1 and selected satellite in step
2)
Line-of-sight view – the position of the satellite overlaid on the phone camera using
Augmented Reality (see 5.2.2).
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Both methods require a calibrated phone compass in order to ensure optimal accuracy. To
calibrate the compass, first wave the phone in a “figure 8” pattern when the second step
screen is loaded.
5.2.1

Basic view

After the compass has been calibrated, hold the phone in parallel to the ground in order to
determine the azimuth of the satellite in relation to your current position. When the arrow
points straight ahead and the “Azimuth” box is green, the phone will be pointing towards the
satellite horizontally.
In order to determine the approximate relative elevation angle of the satellite, slightly tilt the
phone upwards until the “Elevation” field is green, the phone will now also be pointing
towards the satellite with a correct elevation.
The correct holding position of the phone is illustrated on the right in Figure 8.
Three parameters are available to aid with finding the satellite position:




Azimuth, current azimuth (left), and target azimuth (right)
Elevation, current elevation (left) and target elevation (right)
Magnetic field, the current magnetic field is also measured in order to detect
interference. If this value is high, a horizontal warning banner will be displayed in the
bottom of the screen. In this case, try to move to another location and make sure
that no large metal objects or electronic components are in the surrounding.

Please note that this step is limited to the quality of the internal sensors of the device.
As this could vary between individual devices, always first compare the accuracy of
the device compass with a reliable external compass.
Without the use of a DVB-S2 meter or Spectrum Analyser, Avanti may only be able to
provide limited support by way of elevation, azimuth figures if an Engineer is unable
to locate the satellite
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Figure 8 Dish placement view, correct holding position (right)

5.2.2

Line-of-sight View

In order to further support decision for an appropriate antenna placement, you could
optionally also use the “Line-of-sight View”, which uses Augmented Reality to overlay the
satellite on top on the device’s camera.
To start the line-of-sight viewer, press the “line-of-sight” button, this will start the line-of-sight
application using the current GPS position and selected satellite.
It is also possible to launch the Line of sight viewer from the main screen. In this case, the
app will first search for the local GPS position to identify the satellite location. The satellite to
find (HYLAS 1, HYLAS 2 or ARTEMIS) is controlled via the button “Show Satellite” in the
bottom of the view.

Figure 9 Operating the Line-of-sight view
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Figure 10 Arrows indicating the relative position of the satellite (above) position of satellite in sky (below)

To locate the satellite, hold the device in horizontal position, while slightly tilting it in the
directions shown in the on-screen arrows. For example, the top image in Figure 10 indicates
that the satellite is on the top-left of the location the camera is currently facing.
As with the “Basic view”, always make sure the compass is calibrated by movement in a
“figure 8” pattern as soon as the screen is loaded. This will ensure maximum accuracy.
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5.2.3

Modem Configuration

When a suitable dish placement has been identified, install the required brackets/mounts
and connect the RX/TX cables from the modem to the transceiver.
Connect the wireless router to the Hughes modem and make sure the iPhone device is
connected to the wireless network before moving to the next step.
As the next step is started, the application will upload the configuration/beam settings to the
Hughes modem and set it into antenna pointing mode.

Step 3 – Dish Alignment

5.3

The purpose of this step is to fully align the dish to the satellite, essentially providing the
similar functionality as a satellite meter or spectrum analyser would.
Once all configuration settings have been applied to the terminal, a signal level bar is
displayed together with a set of parameters (see Figure 11):







Modem connection – Green + Checkbox if connectivity to the terminal could be
established, otherwise red (check WiFi connection / cables)
Signal quality – Green + Checkbox if current signal quality level is above the
acceptance threshold, otherwise red or yellow (depending on current signal quality).
Acceptance - a minimum threshold for an accepted install, calculated from the
current location, dish, and satellite and beam configuration. This needs to be reached
before the modem can be commissioned (corresponds to a green “Signal quality”
box).
Target - a recommended signal level to reach for the current configuration/location.
This indicates what an engineer should aim for a good alignment.
Current maximum - the current maximum signal level reached so far.

The signal level bar presents the measured Signal Quality factor (SQF). This value is
periodically updated from the modem. A vertical bar is displayed on the signal level bar,
representing the acceptance threshold.
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Figure 11 Checking modem connection (left), un-aligned dish (middle), aligned dish (right)

5.3.1

Signal Levels

Table 3 below describes the how different signal levels should be interpreted. Note that the
maximum possible signal level depends on a variety factors, such as location, beam strength
and environmental/weather conditions. A flawless alignment, during perfect environmental
conditions, in a location in the centre of the beam will typically reach a signal level of 93-94
SQF.
Table 3 SQF signal levels and effect

Quality. Flexibility.

Signal level
output (SQF)

Signal level
output (EsNo)

Interpretation

0-15

No signal

No signal detected

16-30

No signal

Signal detected, but
possibly wrong
beam/satellite

30-99

0.1 – 19.0

Signal detected in
the correct beam /
satellite
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5.3.2

Beeper

In order to aid with the alignment, a beeper tool is available via the “activate beep” button.
Once pressed, the phone will emit “beeping” sounds as an indication of the current quality of
the alignment. The higher signal level, the more frequent the beep.
Additionally, once the signal reaches above 80%, the frequency (pitch) of the beep will also
be altered. This allows for easier distinguishing between minor differences in the higher
range of signal levels (like for example between 90% and 91%). Table 4 below describes the
correlation between signal levels and the effect of the beeps.
When an installation is carried out on a roof or on a ladder, it is recommended to activate the
beeper on ground level and put the phone in an armband accessory (typically sold by
manufacturer or third party vendors) or in your pocket.
Table 4 Beeper reaction to different SQF levels

5.3.3

Signal level

Beeper Effect

0-19

2000ms
1.0 pitch

20-39

1000ms
1.0 pitch

40-69

600ms
1.0 pitch

70-80

400ms
1.0 pitch

81-99

from 200ms to 20ms
and
from 1.0 to 2.0 pitch

Threshold bypass via PIN code

In case the threshold level cannot be reached, although the alignment is good (e.g. bad
weather conditions) the threshold check can be bypassed by providing a PIN code from
Avanti Technical Support (see Figure 12). This option is available by pressing the next arrow
when the threshold has not been reached.
To receive a PIN code, call Avanti customer support, either via the phone using the “call
support” button or through another phone. Explain the reason for not reaching the threshold
and provide the Job Id and the Four characters displayed on screen. Technical support will
provide you will a matching character for each of the provided values, enter these in the
relevant positions and press the next arrow in order to verify the PIN code.
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If the PIN code is correct, the job is allowed for commissioning without reaching the
threshold level. Please note that the PIN bypass option is only available for “Stored jobs” and
not jobs manually entered in the “New Install” screen.

Figure 12 Bypass threshold check via PIN code generated by Avanti technical support

5.3.4

Terminal Commissioning

Once the signal level has been maximised, press the arrow in the top right to commission
the terminal. Note that the acceptance threshold level has to be reached (or bypassed via
PIN code) before the terminal is allowed to be commissioned.
Also, in case the current signal level is below the current maximum a warning message will
be displayed, indicating that the alignment could likely be improved.
The commissioning process typically takes approximately 5-6 minutes to run. In case of any
errors, please check the error message and, if necessary, verify that the correct parameters
have been entered during step 1-3.
IMPORTANT: The configuration settings of the modem are NOT SAVED if the modem
is rebooted or power-cycled before it has completed commissioning. If the modem is
rebooted or loses power during commissioning, first return to Step 2 in order to reapply the beam/satellite settings before proceeding again to Step 3.
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Figure 13 Commissioning status

Step 4 – Network & Speed Test

5.4

Once the commissioning process has been completed, the next step is to execute a range of
network connectivity and speed tests in order to ensure the quality and functionality of the
service:







IP connectivity (OK/Fail) - Checks if IP-connectivity is working by resolving the
Google DNS (8.8.8.8)
DNS name resolution (OK/Fail) - Checks if external DNS name resolution is
working by resolving www.google.com
Web connectivity (OK/Fail) - Checks if TCP data traffic is working by downloading
the content stored under www.google.com
Latency (ms) - Calculates the average latency by using the Avanti speed test server.
Download (Mbit/s) - Calculates the average download speed by using the Avanti
speed test server
Upload (Mbit/s) - Calculates the average upload speed by using the Avanti speed
test server

Please note that the figures displayed from the speed test are only estimated and
might be affected by the signal quality of the WiFi network or network use at the
time. For a more accurate speed test, please run a separate speed test from a
computer connected via Ethernet cable directly to the terminal.
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When the network & speed test routine has completed (started automatically by default), the
result is displayed in a test report. By ticking the “Submit Test Report to OSS” checkbox, the
test report will also be saved as an image and uploaded to the OSS together with the
installation photos during the following step.
In order to run the speed test again, press the “Re-run tests” button, or if you wish to verify
connectivity manually, press the “Browser” button to launch the system browser.
In case the speed test is not responding, try reconnecting the phone to the WiFi network and
run it again.

Figure 14 Network & Speed test execution and report (above). Submitted test report from OSS (below).

Step 5 – Report Submission

5.5

The final step to complete an install is to submit all required reports to the OSS. The
submitted reports are controlled via the settings screen (see section 9), with the following
reports available (all activated by default):






Transceiver Report - submits details regarding the site and ODU.
Location Report - submits the latitude/longitude coordinates and the postcode of the
install.
Installation Report - submits general installation details such as bracket types,
cable length, dish and general remarks/comments.
Installation Photos - submits all required photos documenting the install and
optionally, additional photos of the site.
Signal Reports – submits the reached signal levels and whether the job was
bypassed or not via PIN code.
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Status Complete Report - finalises the job by update the job status to “complete” on
the OSS.

Figure 15 Installation photos (top left) OSS credentials and site & equipment report (middle), data input (right)

Please note that in order to submit the OSS report, your OSS credentials needs to have the
correct access rights to the job / SIT. In case the report submission fails, it is possible to
save the report locally and submit it later via the “Stored Jobs” screen. The job will now be
listed with the status “Awaiting Report”.
5.5.1

Photos

To take a photo, click any of the buttons under installation photos. A photo can either be 1)
loaded from the phone camera roll or 2) taking directly from within the app using the phone
camera (see left hand side, Figure 15). If taken from within the app, either select “Cacel” to
re-take the photo, or “Use Photo” to go back to the app (see Figure 16) and continue with the
reporting.
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Figure 16 Installation photo being taken (left) photos updated on screen (right)

In addition to the required installation photos, you can take up to four “additional photos”. To
start taking an additional photo, press the “first additional photo” button. After the first
additional photo has been, the camera will be displayed ready to take a new picture (up to a
maximum of four).
5.5.2

Site & Equipment

In this section of the report, the equipment used and site details needs to be listed, this
includes the following: Cable type and length, bracket types and dish support (if any), ODU
serial, post code and remarks (optional).
The ODU serial can either be entered manually or scanned from a barcode by pressing the
icon on the left hand side (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17 Site & equipment details (left) scanning barcode of ODU serial (right)

5.5.3

Report submission

After all details have been entered, press the next arrow to submit the report to the OSS.
Note that only the reports ticked on the settings screen (section 9) will be submitted. Figure
18 below shows the report submission process.
In case of any errors, please verify that the OSS username and password is entered
correctly. If problems persist, try rebooting the terminal or waiting a few minutes (as the
terminal might not have fully completed its configuration).
In case the selected job was previously stored on the device, the application will also ask if
the job should be deleted after a successful report submission.
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Figure 18 Report submission process

6.

Service Visits

The “Service Visit” mode allows the current status of an existing install to be checked,
together with troubleshooting options. This mode is separated into two tabs:



Tab 1 - Terminal status - a detailed overview of the current terminal status
Tab 2 - Service options - presents a list of options and routines available to service
the current install

Tab 1 – Terminal Status

6.1

The “Terminal Status” tab presents a basic overview of the status of the connection. It is
similar screen as the one in step 3 for new install (see section 5.3), with the addition of a few
additional parameters that could be considered useful for troubleshooting (see Figure 19).
Please note that this step requires an active WiFi connection to the terminal in order to
produce any useful output.










Terminal type – the model type of the modem currently connected to.
Terminal version - the current terminal version, OK if up to date
Terminal serial - the serial number of the terminal
Service status - if the service is commissioned or not
Receiver status - if the receiver is active and working
Transmitter status - if the transmitter is active and working
VSAT latitude - the current latitude coordinate set on the terminal
VSAT longitude - the current longitude coordinate set on the terminal
SAT longitude - the satellite longitude coordinate set on the terminal
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Figure 19 Service overview

Tab 2 – Service Operations

6.2

The “Service Operations” tab presents a series of routines for maintenance purposes. It also
allows individual steps from new install to be executed individually:








Change location - updates the latitude/longitude coordinate of the terminal
Re-align antenna - launches the dish alignment screen, allowing the antenna to be
realigned with the “beeper” without having to re-commission the terminal.
Run tests - starts the test routine (same as step 5 under “New install”, see section
5.4).
Upgrade firmware - upgrades the terminal to the latest version, does nothing in case
the terminal is already up-to-date.
Force range - force the ranging-routine from the commissioning process
Reboot terminal - reboots the terminal
Factory reset terminal - resets the terminal to its factory settings. WARNING: The
terminal needs to be commissioned again after this step is executed.
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Figure 20 Service operations

7.

Stored Jobs

The “Stored Jobs” option allows for storing jobs locally on the device, which is useful for
managing multiple install jobs. The application provides several ways of entering jobs into
the device:




QR code - loading the job via scanning QR codes, available on the management
portal
Manual entry - manually entering all details for the install job
Synchronisation from Application – automatically loads all pending jobs from the
OSS.

Figure 21 shows the basic layout of the stored jobs screen. To add a job via the QR code or
manual entry option, press the plus figure in the top right corner. To synchronise jobs with
the OSS, press the spinner figure in the top right corner. Please note that this step requires
an active internet connection.
Once a job has been added to the phone, it can be viewed or modified by clicking it on the
list (see right hand side of Figure 21).
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Figure 21 Stored jobs screen

7.1

Job Management Portal

The Job management portal is secure web based tool to manage jobs. It is available from
the following link, and designed to run within browsers on both on desktop computers and
mobile devices:
https://ama.avantiplc.com/manager/
The site is secured using HTTPS/SSL based encryption to enable confidentially and integrity
of the transferred data.
Jobs are loaded by logging in using OSS credentials to fetch all pending jobs (see Figure
22). It also allows the user to filter by a date span in order to only show relevant jobs.
The “Remember me” checkbox saves the login credentials until the next time the site is
visited.
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Figure 22 Job management portal - Login screen

When the “Load Jobs” button is pressed all relevant jobs are loaded and shown on screen. If
viewed in full screen, a navigation list of jobs is displayed on the left hand side, with the job
data and the QR code on the right hand side (see Figure 23).
To input a job to the iPhone device via a QR code, either print the page on paper and scan
from the printed page, or simply scan the code directly from the computer screen.
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Figure 23 Job management portal –Job list

7.2

Via SMS

Jobs cannot be sent via SMS in iPhone. This feature is only available for Android devices.

7.3

Download to Phone

Similarly with the previous feature, downloading Jobs to iPhone terminals is not available;
therefore, it is only exclusive for Android devices.

7.4

QR Code

Jobs can be loaded by scanning the QR codes available from the Job management portal,
this allows for quick and easy data entry. To add a job via QR code, press the “+” sign and
then “Scan”, then point the phone camera towards the QR code until read in order to load
the job details. Finally save the job into the device by pressing “save”.
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Figure 24 Job details updated from scanning a QR code

7.5

Manual Input

Jobs can also be entered by manually entering all required fields into the application. To do
this, simply fill in all the required fields under the “New job” screen to save the job into the
phone.
Please note that a site and job always will have to be created on the OSS prior to this step,
otherwise commissioning and / or report will fail.
When all install details have been entered, save the job to the device by pressing the button
“Save” in the top right corner.
It is also possible to load the bulk detail of a job via QR code and complement it with manual
input detail, such as updated customer contact details or a location.
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Figure 25 Manually entering details of a job into the application

7.6

Viewing, Editing and Starting a Job

After a job has been entered into the storage of the device (using any of the modes
described above), it can be viewed or edited by selecting it in the list under the “stored jobs”
screen (left in Figure 26).
This allows for viewing, adding, removing or editing contacts, locations or equipment. It also
allows the contact person to be contacted via phone or email directly from the device by
clicking on the phone number or email address.
A job can also be started directly from the view job screen, this is done by pressing the “Start
Job” button (see top left in Figure 26). This is essentially a shortcut to starting the job via
“New Install” then pressing “Load Job” and picking the correct job.
Please note that any changes in equipment for a job will also be uploaded to the OSS in the
reporting section.
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Call
number
Send
Email
Figure 26 Viewing details of a job: general details (left), contact details with links to phone and email (right)

8.

Beam Advisor

The beam advisor is a simple tool in order to determine the available HYLAS 1 and 2 beams
at a geographical location. Which can either loaded from GPS, or via selection on a map /
manual input.
This tool is not part of the regular install workflow; it is instead intended to be used as a
provisioning tool in order to determine suitable satellite, beam and dish configuration for a
specific geographical location.
When the beam advisor is started, it tried to load the current GPS coordinates by default.
However, this can be cancelled by pressing the “Map” button, which loads a map screen.
From the map screen, you can long press and drag the purple marker to the desired location
and confirm with the checkbox sign in the top right corner.
Once a location has been provided by map or GPS, the tool will automatically search for the
optimal HYLAS 1 and 2 beams. The following information will be presented:






Satellite – HYLAS 1 or 2
Hub and Beam – e.g. GHY002, Beam 2
Recommended Dish – e.g. 74cms
Recommended BUC Power – 1W or 2W
Expected Signal Level – signal level in SQF or EsNo (format set in “Settings”
screen) that the user is expected to reach in this location.
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Figure 27 Beam and dish recommendation tool

9.

Settings

The settings screens allow for configuration of several global options inside the application
(see Figure 28). These settings are persisted even when the application is switched off:













OSS Authentication – the OSS username the application is authenticated with (if
authenticated)
Phone Number – the phone number of the device (must be correct, including
country code in order to enable reception of SMS jobs)
Sync only responsible – Synchronizes jobs that the user is responsible of or all the
jobs activated at that particular moment.
Bypass commissioning - bypasses the commissioning routine under the “new
install” mode
GPS Format – toggles the display format of GPS coordinates between decimal and
Degrees/Minutes/Seconds
Enabled manual GPS input - allows for manual modification of the GPS location
Suggestion Potential Hubs – searches for valid hubs in the same geographical
location if an invalid hub was selected
Automatically start test routine - automatically launches the test routine for step 5
under “New Install”
Submit transceiver report - submits the transceiver report for the “new install” mode
Submit location report - submits the location report for the “new install” mode
Submit installation report - submits the installation report for the “new install” mode
Submit installation photos - submits the installation photo report for the “new
install” mode
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Submit signal level report – submits the signal level report for the “new install”
mode
Submit Job Status Complete - submits the job status completed report for the “new
install” mode
Application Version – displays the current version name and number.
Available Walk Through – let the user to display the application’s overview next
time that will be launched.
Logout / Login – login (if unregistered), logs the current user out (if already
registered)

Figure 28 Settings screen with all default settings selected
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